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Shopper Media Group’s Shopper Study

About this Study

Our proprietary survey tool connects with an average 
of 156,000 shoppers per month, prompting them with 
a question as they join the complimentary Wi-Fi 
network in centre.  

Through this tool, Shopper Media can quickly and 
effortlessly tap into the hearts and minds of shoppers 
on any topic on any given day offering our partners a 
chance to better understand their audiences in real 
time. 

Contact us for more information about this study or 
any previous studies.

https://www.shoppermedia.com.au/shopper-study

The Shopper Study Tool

To gain insight into consumer behaviour around shopping 
for pharmaceutical products and pharmaceutical brands

Research Objective

SOURCE: Shopper Study, Pharmaceutical, n=n=5665 Jan 2021

This study is based on an online survey of 5,665 Australian 
consumers nationally.

Fieldwork was conducted between 12th January - 13th January 
2021

https://www.shoppermedia.com.au/shopper-study


Key Findings

• Almost a third (30%) of shoppers visit their local chemist at least once a 
week. Nearly 7 in 10 (69%) of shoppers visit their local chemist at least 
every month.

• The most common pharmaceutical product purchased amongst 
shoppers is vitamins - nearly a third claimed to have purchased vitamins 
in the last 6 months – followed closely by Oral health care (29%). 

• Pharmaceutical products are often purchased when needed as opposed 
to stocking up. 63% of purchases were made as required versus 37% of 
shoppers who bought items to stock up.

• Brand trust is the main factor that influences shoppers’ purchasing 
decisions in relation to the pharmaceutical brands.

SOURCE: Shopper Study, Pharmaceutical, n=n=5665 Jan 2021



SOURCE: Shopper Study, Pharmaceutical,=n=5665 Jan 2021
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their local chemist
• Almost a third of shoppers visit a chemist at least 

once a week.
• Almost 7 in 10 shoppers visit their local chemist 

at least every month.
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Vitamins and oral health care 
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pharmaceutical categories

SOURCE: Shopper Study, Pharmaceutical, n=n=5665 Jan 2021

The main reason for buying pharmaceutical product/s was 
to fulfill the need rather the desire to stock up.

• 3 in 5 shoppers needed the pharmaceutical product/s 
they purchased in the last 6 months (63%).

• Almost 2 in 5 shoppers bought the pharmaceutical 
product/s to stock up on it (37%).



Being a trusted brand is the main 
factor that influences shoppers’ 
purchasing decisions in relation 
to the pharmaceutical brands 
they buy
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SOURCE: Shopper Study, Pharmaceutical, n=n=5665 Jan 2021

Factors that influence choice of pharmaceutical brands 



Brand Level Category Insights



Blackmores is the Vitamin brand 
most shoppers have purchased 
in the last 6 months, followed by 
Nature’s Own
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• 18% of respondents surveyed purchased Blackmores in the last 6 
months, followed by Nature’s Own (16%).

• Blackmores and Nature’s Own are leading brands within the 
category.

• Of those who purchased a vitamin brand in the last 6 months, 
35% said being a trusted brand is the main factor that influenced 
their purchasing decisions in relation to the brand they have 
purchased. This is followed by being discounted (29%).

SOURCE: Shopper Study, Pharmaceutical, n=n=5665 Jan 2021

Q. Which of the following Vitamins brands have you 
purchased in the last 6 months?
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• 38% of respondents surveyed purchased Colgate in the last 6 
months, followed by Oral B (24%).

• Colgate and Oral B are leading brands within the category.

• Of those who purchased a oral health care brand in the last 6 
months, 34% said being a trusted brand is the main factor 
that influenced their purchasing decisions in relation to the 
brand they have purchased.
This is followed by being discounted (29%).

SOURCE: Shopper Study, Pharmaceutical, n=n=5665 Jan 2021

Colgate is the oral health care 
brand most shoppers have 
purchased in the last 6 months, 
followed by Oral B.

Q. Which of the following oral health care brands have 
you purchased in the last 6 months?
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Panadol• 27% of respondents surveyed purchased Panadol in the last 6 
months, followed by Nurofen (22%).

• Panadol and Nurofen are leading brands within the category. 

• Of those who purchased a cold and flu tablet brand in the last 
6 months, 33% said being a trusted brand is the main factor 
that influenced their purchasing decisions in relation to the 
brand they have purchased. This is followed by being 
discounted (29%)

SOURCE: Shopper Study, Pharmaceutical, n=n=5665 Jan 2021

Q. Which of the following cold and flu tablet  brands 
have you purchased in the last 6 months?

Panadol is the cold and flu tablet 
brand most shoppers have 
purchased in the last 6 months, 
followed by Nurofen.
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Sudafed• 18% of respondents surveyed purchased Zyrtec l in the last 6 
months, followed by Telfast (16%)

• Zyrtec and Telfast are leading brands within the category.

• Of those who purchased a Allergy, Hay fever & Antihistamines 
brand in the last 6 months, 31% said being a trusted brand is 
the main factor that influenced their purchasing decisions in 
relation to the brand they have purchased. This is followed by 
being discounted (30%)

SOURCE: Shopper Study, Pharmaceutical, n=n=5665 Jan 2021

Zyrtec is the Allergy, Hay fever & 
Antihistamines brand most 
shoppers have purchased in the 
last 6 months, followed by Telfast.

Q. Which of the following cold and flu tablet  brands 
have you purchased in the last 6 months?
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Shopper Study: Vitamins and Powdered 
Supplements 



Shopper Media Group’s Shopper Study

About this Study

Our proprietary survey tool connects with an average 
of 156,000 shoppers per month, prompting them with 
a question as they join the complimentary Wi-Fi 
network in centre.  

Through this tool, Shopper Media can quickly and 
effortlessly tap into the hearts and minds of shoppers 
on any topic on any given day offering our partners a 
chance to better understand their audiences in real 
time. 

Contact us for more information about this study or 
any previous studies.

https://www.shoppermedia.com.au/shopper-study

The Shopper Study Tool

To gain insight into consumer behaviour around vitamins 
and powdered supplements. 
Results have been filtered to Women aged 18+.

Research Objective

SOURCE: Vitamins or powdered supplements December 2020, FILTER Women 18+ n=5,674

This study is based on an online survey of 5,674 Women aged 
18+ nationally.

Fieldwork was conducted mid-December 2020

https://www.shoppermedia.com.au/shopper-study


• Over a third (34%) of women 18+ purchase vitamins or powdered 
supplements. 

• Main reasons for purchasing vitamins or powdered supplements 
are for general health and wellness (62%), and energy (27%). 

• There’s a strong opportunity to leverage networks within close 
proximity to supermarkets as over a third of shoppers also purchase 
vitamins or powdered supplements from the supermarket (37%).  

• Buying vitamins or powdered supplements can be quite 
overwhelming. Nearly a third (28%) find shopping for vitamins and 
powdered supplements confusing. 1 in 4 (26%) believe all 
supplement and vitamin brands are the same.

Key Findings

SOURCE: Vitamins or powdered supplements December 2020, FILTER Women 18+ n=5,674



Over a third of females purchase 
vitamins or powdered 
supplements!

Purchase behaviours

• 34% of women 18+ have purchased vitamins or 
powdered supplements for themselves.

• The main reason for purchasing vitamins or powdered 
supplements is General health & wellness (62%), 
followed by Energy (27%)
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Weight management

Sleep support

Bone and joint health

Anti-ageing (skincare)

Gut health

Sport and training

Energy

General health & wellness

Q. Why do you purchase vitamins or powdered 
supplements?

SOURCE: Vitamins or powdered supplements December 2020, FILTER Women 18+ n=5,674



Monthly, 
43%

Every 3 
months, 37%

Every 6 
months, 20%

2 in 5 women purchase 
vitamins or powdered 
supplements monthly! 

Q. How often would you purchase vitamins or 
powdered supplements?

Visitation by retailer 

• Nearly half of shoppers purchase vitamins or 
powdered supplements at the Pharmacy (45%), 
followed by the Supermarket (37%).

• 1 in 5 visit Health Food Stores (25%).

• Just over 1 in 10 purchase these items online (15%).

SOURCE: Vitamins or powdered supplements December 2020, FILTER Women 18+ n=5,674



Advertising brands USP can help 

shift women's attitudes towards 

vitamins and powdered 

supplements.
Many women aged 18+ feel overwhelmed when shopping for vitamins or 
powdered supplements.

• Almost 2 in 5 (37%) agree they’ve thought about purchasing vitamins 
and powdered supplements but don’t know what they need. 

• Over 1 in 4 (28%) find shopping for vitamins and powdered 
supplements confusing.

• Over 1 in 4 (26%) agree all supplement and vitamin brands are the same

• Almost 1 in 5 (17%) don’t understand what each vitamin does

• 14% don’t need vitamins or powdered supplements

SOURCE: Vitamins or powdered supplements December 2020, FILTER Women 18+ n=5,674



Power of Animation in ROOH



Stand out with retail using the Power of Animation

It’s a competitive market, you’re advertising an essential product/s amongst consumers who typically feel 
overwhelmed by choice. Here are some tips to help you stand out and increase brand preference.

• Most pharmaceutical sub-categories (e.g. vitamins, cold and flu tablets, and allergy, hay fever & 
antihistamines) are fairly competitive, two key brands often lead each sub-category in relation to purchases 
made in the last 6 months. It’s important for brands to highlight their USP when advertising to help 
distinguish their brand amongst other key competitors. 

• Unlike everyday FMCG messages, pharmaceutical brands are often more detailed. Using retail digital 
animation can help embed long-term memory. Our latest Neuro-Insight study , The Power of Animation 
proves animated retail out of home is effective for branding as well as offer-led advertising, this includes 
detailed messaging which is beneficial for brand recall. 

• Consumers are spoiled by choice - nearly a third of shoppers find shopping for vitamins and powdered 
supplements confusing, 1 in 4 agree most brands offer the same benefits! It’s important to increase market 
presence within this competitive and complex category as most pharmaceutical products are purchased 
when needed as opposed to stocking up. Hence building long-term memory encoding can aid brand 
salience, and help promote consideration the next time they require these items

SOURCE: Neuro-Insight, The Power of Animation 2020 commissioned by Shopper Media

Increased Message Retention

Greater long-term memory 
encoding of your message 

if it’s animated!



Thank you.
For further information please contact your Shopper Media representative 

or marketingandinsights@shoppermedia.com.au

mailto:marketingandinsights@shoppermedia.com.au

